KNOWN FACTS ON THE
C. G. CONN NEW YORK SYMPHONY SPECIAL IN Bb/A
I
The trumpet is Gold Plated with serial number 322885 and is stamped with 22b. The valves
are original with all valves stamped with the same serial number. Based on current “devived”
lists of C. G. Conn Instruments, the trumpet appears to have been manufactured at some
point in 1938. C. G. Conn trumpets in this class from 1934 to 1941 are known as New York
Symphony Special in Bb/A.
II
All photograph evidence suggests that Bunny Berigan used a C. G. Conn 22b trumpet from
1937 to 1942.
III
The number of C. G. Conn 22b that Berigan may have owned and played is not known.
However, Berigan was known to throw his instruments after the end of his performances
which may have resulted in a number of damaged instruments. Many artists also used the
gold plated versions of trumpets in their live performances.
IV
Photographs taken during the 1938 to 1940 time period indicate that Berigan used a very
unusual placement of his left hand. This placement allowed him to raise the front of the
trumpet rapidly. There is evidence of wear on the trumpet areas that correspond directly
where the top of his hand would have been placed under the bottom of the bell shaft. Wear
is indicated on the front support bar where his thumb was placed and where his third finger
would have touched the inside of the front tuning support bar. Berigan, in the later part of
his career, changed his left hand holding position. Most of the photographs show that he
moved his fingers to hold the bottom of the third valve with his third and fourth fingers. He
used the ring loop for his second finger and the first finger rested on the top of the third
valve. The photographic evidence indicates that he may have used both of these unique
holding positions after 1937. The trumpet does not show any wear on the bottom of the
third valves which supports the contention that the trumpet in question may have been an
earlier instrument used by Berigan
V
The general fine condition of the trumpet indicates that it was played very little over time.
The original case’s interior is in absolute perfect condition. The gold plating is still in the 85
percent range. Physical damage to the trumpet consists of a small dent to the left side of the
bell and to a small depression under the front tuning spit valve. The damage areas are

consistent with the habit of Berigan throwing his trumpet. In addition, the damage on the
bell is significantly noticeable which would make it unfit for a live performance.
VI
The records of the C. G. Conn Company are very limited and most of the records have not
survived. No references to Bunny Berigan exist in any of the surviving records of the
Company. Margaret Banks of the National Music Museum is the leading expert on C. G. Conn
and has search all of the known records. However, it is known that Berigan had
arrangements with Henri Selmer and Martin to play their trumpets. It is reasonable to
assume that Berigan had an arrangement with C. G. Conn.
VI
Conclusion: The trumpet was produced in the right time frame. The wear on the instrument
directly corresponds to Berigan’s position of his fingers, his thumb and the back of his hand
on the bell. The damage is consistent with his performance habits.

C. G. Conn Model 22b New York Symphony
Serial Number 322885-Gold Plated
1938
Bunny Berigan used a number of trumpets during his career. In 1936, he appeared in an
advertisement for Henri Selmer indicating that he solely played a Selmer trumpet. In 1937, Berigan
played his greatest hit “I can’t get started with you”. Photographs of Berigan during this period
indicated that he now was playing a C. G. Conn 22b New York Symphony. It has not been confirmed
that Berigan had an arrangement with Conn to play their trumpets or if they provided him with
promotional instruments. Research is continuing in this area.
The majority of the photographs used on record covers and other images indicate that after 1936,
Berigan used the Conn 22b. Most likely the last trumpet he played was a Conn and this trumpet was
stolen and it appears that no record as to its Serial Number were ever recorded.
The Gold Plated trumpet in this report was acquire in 2020 on ebay. The serial number is 322885 and
the manufacture dates provided by Conn indicate that the trumpet was most likely made in the later
part of 1938. The top of the line trumpet of this era were gold plated and it is reasonable to assume
that Berigan would have ordered or used a gold plated version of the 22b. In addition, the covering of
the inside of the case is blue fabric and the case is of the highest quality.
The marking on the trumpet include a notation of 22b on lead pipe with the Serial Number on the
middle left hand side valve. Clearly, this trumpet could have been acquired by Berigan and may have
been in use from late 1938 to his death in 1942. In addition, most professional trumpeters of this
period would have maintained at least three trumpets.

The trumpet presented in this report is in original condition with the same Serial Numbered valves
and the gold plated shows wear in a number of places with the gold plate being rubbed off revealing
the silver plate underneath. The providence that indicates that this trumpet may have been owned
by Berigan is supported by the worn areas where he was known to have held the trumpet.
Photographs taken during the 1938 to 1940 time period indicate that Berigan used a very unusual
placement of his left hand. This placement allowed him to raise the front of the trumpet rapidly.
There is evidence of wear in the areas where the top of his hand would have been placed under the
bottom of the bell shaft. Wear is indicated on the front support bar where his tum was placed and
where his third finger would have touched the inside of the front tuning pipe.
Berigan in the later part of his career changed his holding positions from the position used from 1938
to 1940. Most of the later photographs indicate that he moved his hand to hold the bottom of the
third valve with his third and fourth fingers. He used the ring loop for his second finger and the first
finger rested on the top of the third valve. His position of the left hand is as unique as his earlier left
hand position. The evidence indicates that the trumpet in this report was not used by Berigan during
the period of 1940 to 1942. However, the earlier left hand position used by Berigan are so unique that
it supports this conclusion. The trumpet came with the original Conn mouthpiece issued with the
trumpet from the factory. The evidence on the type of mouthpiece used by Berigan indicates that he
used a Glitterite Trump-Berigan style which he indorsed in advertisements in 1937. An example of
this mouthpiece has been acquired which clearly shows his name engraved as shown above. Berigan
was also known to use a shank or extension to this mouthpiece. His original mouthpiece has not
appeared from any source.
The evidence presented here would allow the trumpet in this report to be used in a display of the
career and times of Bunny Berigan with the heading that the trumpet may have been used by Berigan
during the 1938 to 1940 era. This era was perhaps his greatest period as a player and a performer.
There is additional evidence that supports that the trumpet was owned and played by Berigan. There
are two points of damage to the trumpet. It is known that Berigan would on occasion throw his
trumpet to his drummer after a performance and that the drummer would not always catch it. On
one event it is known that Berigan had to borrow a Conn 12b model trumpet from one of his trumpet
players to complete the current tour. The damage on this trumpet supports this contention.
There is a small pencil size dent on the right hand side of the bell located just past the front tuning
tube. On the front tuning tube behind the spit release lever is a small dent which would have been
caused when the trumpet may have landed on the lever. These dents would not have affected the
playing of the trumpet, but the dent on the bell would have been noticeable on promotional
photographs and on stage appearances.
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